Humans as Feature Extractors: Combining Prosody and Personality Perception for Improved Speaking Style Recognition
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Abstract—This paper presents experiments where natural and spontaneous cognitive processes, in particular those who lead to the attribution of personality traits to unacquainted people, are used as a natural form of feature extraction. In particular, personality assessments provided by human judges are used as features to distinguish between professional and non-professional speakers. The same task is performed with prosodic features extracted with a fully automatic process for comparison purposes. Furthermore both prosodic features and personality assessments are combined. The results show that the discrimination between professional and non-professional speaking styles can be performed with an accuracy of 87.2% when using prosodic features, of 75.5% when using personality assessments, and of 90.0% when using the combination of the two.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A large body of evidence shows that we are “flexible interpreters” [1], i.e. we spontaneously infer meaning from everything surrounds us, independently of an explicit goal or need for doing it. The phenomenon is particularly interesting when it concerns others: as soon as we enter in contact with other individuals, we spontaneously attribute to them a large number of socially relevant traits, including goals, beliefs, values, intentions, etc [2].

This work proposes experiments where the phenomenon above is exploited as a natural form of feature extraction, i.e. as a way to represent data (the voice of people talking on the radio in the case of this work) in a form suitable for automatic processing. More in particular, the experiments show that personality traits attributed by judges to speakers they do not understand (because they speak in a foreign language) and they are not acquainted with, can be used as features to distinguish between professional and non-professional speaking styles. Furthermore, the experiments show that the personality traits can be combined with automatically extracted prosodic features (pitch, energy, speaking rate, etc.) leading to statistically significant improvements. In other words, humans appear to be effective feature extractors not only when they act alone, but also when they are combined with machines. Such a result is interesting in the perspective of Implicit Human-Centered Tagging, the effort of using natural behavioral reactions for better indexing and understanding of multimedia data [3].

The experiments are performed over a dataset of 640 speech clips split into two classes: professional speakers (309 samples) and non-professional speakers (331 speakers). For each clip, 10 assessors have filled a questionnaire resulting into a personality assessment in terms of the Big-Five, the five broad personality dimensions that have been shown to capture most of the individual differences [4]. As the assessments are represented with five-dimensional vectors, the average of the 10 assessments can be used as a feature vector for distinguishing between professional and non-professional speakers.

In parallel, the clips have been processed with a speech processing tool [5] allowing the extraction of features accounting for the speaking style, namely pitch, energy, formants, length of (un-)voiced segments and their respective statistics (minimum, maximum, mean and entropy of variation). This has led to another feature vector that has been used to perform the same classification as above. The two feature vectors (personality traits and prosodic features) have then been combined to verify whether human perception and automatic audio processing are diverse, i.e. account for different aspects of the same data (the speech signal in both cases).

The results show that the discrimination between professional and non-professional speaking styles can be performed with an accuracy of 87.2% when using prosodic features, of 75.5% when using personality assessments, and of 90.0% when using the combination of the two. In other words, the combination leads to a statistically significant improvement with respect to the best of the two feature sets. Hence, even though personality assessments have a lower performance, they are still diverse with respect to prosodic features and allow a performance improvement.

While being statistically significant, the performance improvement resulting from the combination remains relatively limited. The most probable reason is that personality assessments and automatic prosody extraction have been performed over the same data and account, consequently, for the same information. On the other hand, the performance improvement corresponds to a reduction by 21% of the error rate. Hence,
the limited amplitude of the improvement might be simply due to the fact that the best individual feature set has a high performance.

To the best of our knowledge, no other experiments have tried to combine automatically extracted features and assessments made by humans. The main interest of the experiment is that an increasingly wider number of social media (Flickr, Youtube, etc.) give the chance of combining traditional automatic analysis approaches (e.g., computer vision and speech processing techniques) with tags and assessments provided by users (e.g., “thumbs up” and “thumbs down” or ratings). In this respect, it is important to assess the diversity of the resulting feature sets.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II provides a short introduction to the concept of personality and its measurement, Section III describes the approach used for the experiments, Section IV reports on experiments and results, and Section V draws some conclusions.

II. Measuring Personality

Personality is the latent construct accounting for “individuals’ characteristic patterns of thought, emotion, and behavior together with the psychological mechanisms - hidden or not - behind those patterns” [6]. This work adopts the Big-Five (BF) model, the personality model most widely accepted and commonly applied [4]. The BF is based on five broad traits that have been shown to account for most of the individual differences (each trait is accompanied by some adjectives commonly associated to it) [4]:

- Extraversion (Active, Assertive, Energetic, etc.)
- Agreeableness (Appreciative, Generous, Kind, etc.)
- Conscientiousness (Efficient, Organized, Reliable, etc.)
- Neuroticism (Anxious, Tense, Touchy, etc.)
- Openness to experience (Artistic, Curious, Original, etc.)

The model represents personalities in terms of five scores, mean and entropy of feature variation. Entropy measures the uncertainty of a random variable: If \( X \) is a discrete random variable with the set of possible values \( \mathcal{X} = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_{|\mathcal{X}|}\} \) then the entropy (\( H \)) of its distribution \( P(X) \) is:

\[
H(X) = -\sum_{i=1}^{|\mathcal{X}|} P(x_i) \log(P(x_i)) \tag{1}
\]

in which \( P(x_i) \) is the probability of \( X = x_i \) (estimated with the observed frequency of \( x_i \)) and \( |\mathcal{X}| \) is the cardinality of \( \mathcal{X} \). The term \( \log |\mathcal{X}| \) is a normalization factor, the upper bound \( H(X) = 1 \) is reached when the distribution is uniform. In this work, this measure has been applied to the first derivative of low-level features. The first derivative accounts for variation during time, so the entropy measures the predictability of feature variation.

B. Personality Assessment

In this work, 10 judges have filled the BFI-10 questionnaire for each of the 640 clips used in the experiments. For each clip, the resulting assessment is the average of the 10 individual assessments. The judges have filled the questionnaires through an on-line system that they have accessed in a place of their own choice. In this way, they have been working without being physically co-located and any mutual influence has been avoided. The judges do not understand the clips so that they are influenced only (or at least mostly) by nonverbal communication. In order to avoid tiredness effects, the clips have been assessed in a different, random order for each of the judges. Furthermore, the assessments have been done over a period of several weeks and each judge has never worked more than one hour per day.

C. Speaking Style Recognition

The classification of a given feature vector (including prosodic features, personality assessments, or the concatenation of the two) in terms of speaking style (professional vs non-professional) has been performed with a logistic function. This model estimates the probability of a vector \( \vec{f} \) belonging to class \( C \) as follows:

\[
P(C|\vec{f}) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp(\theta_0 - \sum_{i=1}^{D} \theta_i f_i)} \tag{2}
\]
Fig. 1. The upper chart shows the absolute values $|\theta|$ of the coefficients for the different prosodic features. The lower plot shows how the performance changes when using only the feature corresponding to the highest $|\theta|$, only the two features corresponding the two highest $|\theta|$, and so on.

Fig. 2. The upper chart shows the absolute values $|\theta|$ of the coefficients for the different personality traits. The lower plot shows how the performance changes when using only the traits corresponding to the highest $|\theta|$, only the two traits corresponding the two highest $|\theta|$, and so on.

Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiments</th>
<th>total</th>
<th>Prof.</th>
<th>Non-Prof.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prosody-based</td>
<td>87.2%</td>
<td>88.0%</td>
<td>86.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality-based</td>
<td>75.5%</td>
<td>76.2%</td>
<td>73.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination</td>
<td>90.0%</td>
<td>89.9%</td>
<td>90.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I**
PERFORMANCE OF PROFESSIONAL/NON-PROFESSIONAL CLASSIFICATION.

A. The data

The corpus used for the experiments includes 640 speech clips for a total of 330 individuals. Each clip is 10 seconds long and it has been extracted randomly from a collection of 96 news bulletins broadcast by Radio Suisse Romande, the Swiss national broadcast service, during February 2005. The clips portray both professional (309) and non-professional (331) speakers. The former include the news journalists that are known to have undergone training for speaking on the radio. The latter include any other person that happens to talk on the radio (guests, interviewees, etc.). It is not possible to exclude that some speakers labeled as non-professional have been trained as professional speakers (e.g., artists and politicians). This makes it harder for the proposed approach to be effective and the performance presented in the experiments can be considered as a lower bound.

To avoid the effect of verbal content and emotion on personality assessments, the clips are emotionally neutral and do not contain words that might be easily understood by individuals who do not speak French (e.g., names of places or well known people). As the judges do not speak French, the personality assessments should be influenced mainly by nonverbal behavior.

B. Prosody Based Recognition

In the first experiment, $\vec{f}$ includes only the prosodic features. Table I reports a recognition rate significantly higher than chance for both classes. The parameters of the logistic function allow one to rank the features according to the influence they have on the classification. Figure 1 shows the absolute value of $(\theta_i)$ for each feature. The lower plot of Figure 1 shows how the performance changes using only the feature with the highest $|\theta|$ value, only the two features corresponding to the two highest $|\theta|$ values, and so on. The plot clearly shows how the six most important features (corresponding to the entropies
of pitch energy, first formants, maximum pitch and mean of formants) allow one to reach the same performance as the entire feature set.

C. Personality Based Recognition

In the second experiment, $\vec{f}$ includes only the personality scores obtained during the collection of the assessments. This experiment shows whether there is a difference between professional and non-professional speakers in terms of perceived personality. Furthermore, it shows whether perceived personality can be used as an evidence for discriminating between the two categories of speakers above.

The results are reported in Table I and Figure 2. This latter shows the absolute values of the $\theta$ coefficients for each trait of the Big Five model. Not surprisingly, Extraversion and Conscientiousness are the most influential traits (they are well known to be those who are most quickly and accurately perceived in zero acquaintance scenarios [9]). The higher $|\theta|$ for Conscientiousness seems to suggest that such a trait explains most of the difference between professional and non-professional speakers. The lower plot of Figure 2 shows how performance changes when using the traits corresponding to the top $N$ absolute values of $|\theta|$. Conscientiousness and extraversion alone lead to a 74% recognition rate. The performance is lower than in the case of prosodic features, but the model seems to capture correctly the way people perceive, in terms of personality, the difference between professional and non-professional speakers.

D. Combination of Prosody and Personality Features

In the third experiment, $\vec{f}$ includes both prosodic features and personality assessments. The goal is to verify whether the two feature sets are diverse and, if yes, whether their combination can lead to statistically significant improvements.

The results are reported in Table I and Figure 3. The recognition rate is higher than the best individual feature set ($p$-value < 0.05). The $\theta$ coefficients confirm that the entropies of energy and first formant, mean of first formant, maximum pitch, Conscientiousness and Extraversion are the most important factors influencing the discrimination between professional and non-professional speaking styles. In other words, none of the feature sets prevails on the other and they both carry different information so that the combination can actually be beneficial.

V. Conclusion

This paper has presented experiments where personality perception, an unconscious process that takes place each time humans enter in contact with an unacquainted person, is used as a natural form of feature extraction in order to distinguish automatically between professional and non-professional speakers. The results show that personality assessments collected in a zero-acquaintance scenario (i.e., in a condition where the assessors do not know the persons they assess) achieve a satisfactory performance for the discrimination between the two categories of people mentioned above. Furthermore, the experiments show that the assessments can improve, to a statistically significant extent, the performance of prosodic features (more effective than personality assessments when used alone).

The results are of interest under two main perspectives. The first is Implicit Human-Centered Tagging, the new domain aimed at using spontaneous cognitive and behavioral processes to extract information from multimedia data, especially when it comes to indexing and content analysis [3]. The second is crowdsourcing [10], the new technique for gathering information from large pools of assessors. In both cases, personality perception might become a technique to model data where people play an important role (e.g., broadcast material, home-videos, video-lectures, etc.).
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